EU-Canada Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement

HOW EU AGRI-FOOD
COMPANIES CAN
SUCCESSFULLY BENEFIT FROM
CETA’S FULL POTENTIAL

On 21th September 2021, the EU and Canada have celebrated the fourth anniversary of
comprehensive trade agreement (CETA). Since its entry into force, many EU companies
have taken advantage of the full range of benefits such as the preferential tariffs and the
reduced barriers to grow their business with Canada.
The agreement has made it easier to export goods and services, benefiting the business of
EU companies
For the agri-food sector, it has achieved important milestones, such as:
Total elimination of tariffs for most agri-food products;
A significant increase of dairy quotas;
Access to Canadian procurement contracts for food products, as EU companies can bid
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for Canadian Federal, Provincial and Territorial government tenders;
The recognition of geographical indications;
The simplification of procedures allowing EU companies to invest in Canada;
An accrued compatibility of technical requirements.
Under CETA, the EU and Canada have agreed on a mutual recognition of sanitary and
phytosanitary standards which will make it easier for EU companies to export food products
to Canada. However, CETA is not intended to modify the EU or Canada’s sanitary and
phytosanitary rules that have to be strictly adhered to with regards to compliance concerning
GMOs and hormones, for example.

duties for 90.9% of all its agricultural tariff lines. By 2023, this will increase to 91.7%. Several
food and beverage became duty-free immediately: alcoholic drinks, soft beverages and fruit
juice, fish/crustaceans, products of animal origin, edible vegetables, fruits, nuts, coffee and
tea, spices, oil seeds, grains, gums, resins/vegetable saps/extracts, vegetable products and
preparations of vegetables, fruits and nuts.
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Following the provisional implementation of CETA in September 2017, Canada eliminated

treatment. CETA introduced new duty-free quotas on dairy products.
Under CETA, there is no special treatment for poultry and eggs. However, as a signatory to
the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, Canadian poultry and eggs imports are regulated under
tariff rate quotas (TRQs), which allow a calculated volume of these category of products to
enter Canada with little or no tariff and apply higher tariffs on volumes exceeding this volume.
Despite the pandemic, trade between the UE and Canada saw a 15.3% increase in 2020.
The Agri-food trade has registered a healthy growth. Trade in agricultural goods have
increased by 34.7% in 2020, as compared to 2016.
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For sensitive agricultural products under the Canadian supply management, there is a special

In 2020, the EU was the second largest supplier of food and beverages to Canada, after the
US. Canada ranked 9th in the top destinations of EU agri-food exports. The top EU agri-food
exports were alcoholic beverages (38%), chocolate and confectionery (7%), pasta, bakery
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products (6%) and cheese (5%).
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Cheese quotas
Thanks to CETA, Canada has opened new import quotas – Tariff Rate Quotas (TRQs) on
EU cheese, allowing a greater number originating cheese and industrial cheese products
from the EU to be imported into Canada at a preferential tariff rate (on a duty-free basis). In
2022, 16000 tons of fine cheese from the EU will be allowed to enter Canada, duty free. For
industrial cheese, the volume will be 1700 tons.
However, certain rules apply in order to export cheese and dairy products to Canada.
The cheese TRQs are administered by way of managed allocation. Therefore, cheese
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quotas are available only to companies that are located in Canada and active in the cheese
sector. Consequently, the way for EU companies to export cheese to Canada is
through a buyer or an importer holding a quota.

Following the entry into force of CETA, tariffs on EU wines and spirits entering Canada were
eliminated.
The Canadian market for alcoholic beverages is subject to regulations at federal and
provincial/territorial levels. In 2020, the provincial, territorial and federal governments of
Canada put together the alcohollaws.ca website, which is designed to help businesses find
regulatory information related to Canadian alcohol retail and distribution systems.
Each Canadian province, with the exception of Alberta, has a government-controlled
liquor control board which regulates liquor licensing, importation of alcoholic
beverages and labelling and packaging standards. Individual provinces may also have
their own set of other rules.
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Alcoholic Beverages

Retail Sector
The sector mostly imports processed customer-oriented products.
The food retail industry is one of the most fiercely competitive sectors in Canada and is
mainly consolidated with five largest food retailers controlling 75% of the market in 2020.
The leading retailers are the three Canadian supermarkets chains: Loblaws, Sobeys and
Metro, and the two American giants: Walmart and Costco. Loblaws is by far the leading food
retailer in Canada, with 36% of the market share in 2020, Sobeys ranked second with 28%,
and Metro third with 15%. Costco and Walmart are at 11% et 10% respectively.
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Food processing sector
The food processing sector accounts for 90% total sales and the beverage processing 10% .
manufacturing. There are about 7,800 food and beverage processing establishments in
Canada.
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The leading food manufacturing sectors in 2020 were meat processing and dairy product

Documentation and customs
clearance
All goods imported into Canada must be declared to the customs authorities by the
importers or their agent. It is imperative that the exporters send all the relevant papers that
must be presented to the Canadian authorities in order to ensure a smooth processing at the
border.
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How to successfully export
to Canada

The Canadian Border Services Agency has prepared several guides to help companies
through the many regulations governing imports of food products into Canada.

HOW TO EXPORT TO CANADA

How to approach the Canadian
market
The Commercial specialists in Embassies are able to help exporters participate in trade
missions in Canada. Trade shows are also an important channel to meet buyers across
Canada.
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The importance of a relay in
Canada
To be successful in introducing a new product into the Canadian market, exporters need to
be knowledgeable about the market and be able to build relationships with experienced and
well-established agents in Canada, namely with an importer, a distributor or a broker.
In Canada, importers tend to specialize in different categories of food products as
they have access to the right type of storage (cold storage, regulated temperature, etc.),
but also to Canadian Food Inspection Agency and Customs approved depots.
The Canadian Federal Ministry of Innovation, Science and Economic Development has
developed a data base which provides lists of companies importing goods into Canada by
product, city and country of origin.

Customs brokers
HOW TO EXPORT TO CANADA

To facilitate a smooth entry of the goods in Canada, EU exporters might choose to obtain
the services of a Canadian customs broker to help them comply with Canadian import
requirements and/or market their product.
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) licenses customs brokers to carry out customsrelated responsibilities on behalf of their clients.
It is mandatory for exporters of alcoholic beverages to have an agent/distributor active in a
Canadian liquor boards. Each liquor board has a list of approved agents.
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Market Entry Requirements
Under CETA, Canada and the EU retain their ability to require sanitary and phytosanitary
standards of imported food, animals and plants. For the Canadian market, this responsibility
lays within the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), which is Canada’s primary
regulator in this regard.
The CFIA sets the policies and regulations for the imports of food, agricultural inputs and
agricultural products, which are later enforced by the Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA). The CBSA is responsible for the initial import inspection of food, agricultural inputs
and agricultural products.
All exports to Canada must meet the Canadian regulations. EU exporters are urged to
research Canadian regulations, standards, labelling and other requirements specific to their
products (fruits, vegetable, meat products, alcoholic beverages, cheese, etc.). The useful
sites are referenced below.

Licence Requirements under Safe
Food for Canadians Act (SFCA)
HOW TO EXPORT TO CANADA

Many of Canada's food safety requirements are set out in the Safe Food for Canadians Act
(the "SFCA") and its regulations, the Safe Food for Canadians Regulations (the "SFCR").
The SFCR sets out several requirements that must be met by food importers.
The Safe Food for Canadians Regulations (SFCR) was finalized in June 2018, with phase
one coming into force on 15th January 2020 for fresh produce companies, and phase two on
15th July 2020 for the rest of the manufacturing sector. The aim of these rules is to address
food safety, from production to the supply chain in one set of regulations, and to align
Canada's model with internationally accepted best practices for food safety and globally
recognized Codex Alimentarius food standards.
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Under these new rules, all importers of food into Canada are responsible to ensure the
safety of the food products that they import. The emphasis is put on activity through
Licensing, Preventive Controls, Traceability, Importing, and Exporting. Manufacturing food
businesses of confectionary, beverages, coffee and tea, snack foods, oils, dried herbs and
spices, nuts and seeds and baked goods, cereals, and pasta had until 15th July 2020 to
apply for import licenses.

How did COVID-19 impact on SFCR?
On April 2020, the CFIA released an update (Coronavirus disease (COVID-19): CFIA
information for industry, April 7, 2020) announcing that that they will not prioritize compliance
activities associated with the 15th July, 2020 SFCR rules for the manufacturing food sector
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, until further notice. CFIA will announce any change with
enough lead time when the situation evolves. However, the CFIA continues to encourage
the submission of import license applications.
Companies can review the guidance and use the Licensing interactive tool to determine if
any activities they conduct require a Safe Food for Canadians (SFC) license.
If this applies to the EU exporting companies, the first step to obtaining an SFC license is to
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sign up through the Canadian Food Inspection Agency's (CFIA) online service portal – My
CFIA. CFIA has published a video on what to consider before applying for a license to help
business owners understand how to apply for a license and provide guidance.
Consult the CFIA’s guidance finder: food to search for the latest SFCR technical and
regulatory information.
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Labelling requirements
When exporting food products to Canada, it is important to look very closely at the food
labelling requirements in Canada.
Product labelling is regulated both federally and provincially in Canada. The federal
Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act (CPLA) regulates pre-packaged consumer product
labelling. The CPLA requires labelling regulated by the statute to be in both French and
English. The Québec Charter of the French Language requires that most product labelling
and materials accompanying products sold in Québec (e.g., warranties) be in French.
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic challenges on the Canadian economy, the Canadian
federal government has postponed the publication of the new regulations.
The 2016 regulations under Canada’s Food Labelling Modernization is expected to come
into force in December 2021 or early 2022. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
has also delayed the enforcement of the Safe Food for Canadians Regulations requirements
that came into force on July 15, 2020.
However, some enforcement will be extended to December 2023 to allow for a smooth
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transition to the new requirements.

The CFIA has prepared a Guide to Food Labelling and Advertising that details the
regulatory requirements for selling packaged foods and beverages in Canada. The CFIA
has the authority to refuse entry, detain, return, or remove from retail shelves any
imported processed food product that does not meet the federal food labelling
requirements.
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Safety standards - Food safety
Under CETA, Canada and the EU parties retain their ability to require sanitary and
phytosanitary standards be met when importing food, animals and plants.
Food products imported into Canada must meet sanitary and phytosanitary requirements for
animal and plant health.
The Commission has prepared a guide to help navigate through Canadian requirements.
The purpose of this Guide is to assist EU exporters of fruit and vegetables and other
agricultural and forest commodities in understanding Canada’s phytosanitary requirements.

Rules of Origin
Rules of origin ensure that CETA preferential tariff rates benefit EU and Canadian
production. In order to take full advantage of CETA preferential tariff rates, EU exporters will
need to fulfil the rules of origin defined in the agreement and prescribed for each product.
EU companies’ operators that want to export to Canada (for shipments worth more than €6
000) need to register in the Registered Exporter (REX) system. This will be the only way to
benefit from the preferences granted under CETA. For more information: REX – Customs
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regulations; Rule of Origin - REX

How to Register in the REX System?
Apply for a Registered Exporter (REX) number by completing this form.
Send the completed form to your national Customs Office.
You will then receive a REX number to indicate on the origin declaration to be provided on the commercial
document that describes the product.
The originating product will then benefit from CETA preferential tariff treatment in Canada on the basis of the origin
declaration.
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To go further
Other guides:
CETA MARKET ENTRY GUIDE ON ‘AGRI-FOOD’
REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTS IN CANADA AND THE EU
EXPORTING FOOD PRODUCTS TO CANADA FROM THE EU

Guide written in collaboration with
Fouzia Dine
Fouzia Dine has worked as Economic Attaché in the Economic Department of the French Embassy for 30 years. Prior to that she was Agricultural
Marketing Specialist at the US Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural service.
At the French Embassy, she was in charge of the agriculture policy portfolio.
Among her duties, she was responsible for the close follow-up of EU-Canada free trade agreement (CETA) since 2009 until its entry into force in
September 2017.
She drafted several in-depth studies and articles on CETA for the French authorities with regards to market access and opportunities, and Canadian
policies.
She was in charge of lobbying actions for the French authorities and French companies to protect French interests in Canada.
She was a key speaker at numerous conferences and workshops on CETA with regards to market access and opportunities in Canada.
She intervened on numerous occasions on behalf of French companies to help free merchandise detained by Canadian customs authorities or the
Canadian Food Inspection agencies when the required documentation was missing or insufficient.
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